Man: It has hotels, many hotels, Jericho. It has the Intercontinental, a very old hotel, and five star; it receives all touristsarena; Koreans, Chinese, Japanese, Americans, even Arab groups ... workshops, in the same hotel. You also have the tourism village “Jericho Resort”; we have Amman’s Hotel, and we also have pension [lodging house] Sami in A’qbit Jaber, a very sweet pension.

Woman behind the camera: The Spanish Garden is there?

Man: There is the Spanish Garden.

Woman behind the camera: What is the Spanish Garden?

Man: The Spanish Garden -- they came and made it, with support from Spain, of course; it was the work of volunteers, and the municipality, of course. It is for family recreation ... admission fees are merely symbolic: two Shekels. The guest who is coming to Jericho, or the people of Jericho, enter the Spanish Garden; possibly there are swings, slides, and it has two fountains made in a pretty style. I mean the colors of the water ... the water emerges in green, yellow, and red colors, and it [the fountain] rotates. There you could also make "Hsh O’ Nash" for the family

---

1 This is a term for barbeque.
… nargilahs [hookahs], it has nargilahs also … you could wander comfortably. And we also have the Independence Garden, in A’yn al-Sultan camp; it is very pretty also -- recently it got a pool. Also, it has … almost like the Spanish garden, but it is located on a slope. The garden is very pretty; it has pretty trees … it is neat. And we have the Popeye, the Popeye Garden. The Popeye Garden has many animals and birds: it had a crocodile; it had monkeys; it had birds of all kinds; it had and to this very day it still has an ostrich, also. The Popeye Garden is big, very big; I mean you cannot wander all of it in a car, because it is big and wide. We also have the tourism complex in Jericho; the tourism complex is right behind the Popeye Garden. It is a tourism complex, and it is a place where environmental delegations are hosted. Because it is an area which is mostly a desert, they [tourists] see insects, they see the soil, they see the trees that grow in the desert, and they see the nature which is there. It also has lodgings … like lodgings, rooms like chalets for the hostess. We also have the rotary itself, the rotary itself, with support from Jayka, who are Japanese [a company]; they made a pretty fountain in it. They [the people] sit there; it has chairs -- I mean those who stay up late … many people stay up late on the rotary; they sit on the rotary, an area that is pretty and quiet.